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Open the speaker/mic jack cover and insert the accessory plug. Please note, attaching
accessories will make the radio susceptible to water damage.
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MONITOR ON-OFF

01. SCAN - Frequency/Channel Scan
Selecting this option will start the scanning operation. Press                  to change scan 
direction. Scanning will stop when a signal is encountered. Press the PTT button to stop 
scanning. Press MONI to stop scanning temporarily. Press         again to exit Scan Mode.

02. SQL - Squelch Adjustment (DEFAULT: 5) 
This function allows you to mute background noise when no signal is being received. Squelch 
can greatly reduce battery consumption.

03. MONITOR- Dual Channel Monitor (DEFAULT: ON) 
Receive a sub band signal, even while working on the operating band. The          icons indicate 
which band you are transmitting on. Press the A/B key to switch between bands. The radio will 
monitor both channels concurrently. 

04. BACKLIT- Backlight Display Mode (DEFAULT: AUTO)
Turn the LED backlight on or off, or choose AUTO to automate the backlight based on key 
press. On AUTO mode, the backlight will turn off after 3 seconds.

05. COLOR - Background Light Color (DEFAULT: PURPLE)
Select the color of the LED Backlight between Purple, Blue, and Orange.

06. BEEP - Keypad Beeper Setting (DEFAULT: ON) 
Enable or disable the keypad beep indicator sound.

07. TX BEEP - Receive End Indicator (DEFAULT: OFF)
Beep indicator activates at the end of a transmission.
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01. SCAN - Frequency/Channel Scan
Selecting this option will start the scanning operation. Press                  to change scan 
direction. Scanning will stop when a signal is encountered. Press the PTT button to stop 
scanning. Press MONI to stop scanning temporarily. Press         again to exit Scan Mode.

02. SQL - Squelch Adjustment (DEFAULT: 5) 
This function allows you to mute background noise when no signal is being received. Squelch 
can greatly reduce battery consumption.

03. MONITOR- Dual Channel Monitor (DEFAULT: ON) 
Receive a sub band signal, even while working on the operating band. The          icons indicate 
which band you are transmitting on. Press the A/B key to switch between bands. The radio will 
monitor both channels concurrently. 

04. BACKLIT- Backlight Display Mode (DEFAULT: AUTO)
Turn the LED backlight on or off, or choose AUTO to automate the backlight based on key 
press. On AUTO mode, the backlight will turn off after 3 seconds.

05. COLOR - Background Light Color (DEFAULT: PURPLE)
Select the color of the LED Backlight between Purple, Blue, and Orange.

06. BEEP - Keypad Beeper Setting (DEFAULT: ON) 
Enable or disable the keypad beep indicator sound.
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Beep indicator activates at the end of a transmission.



08. AUTOLOK - Auto Lock Keypad (DEFAULT: OFF)
Automatically lock your keypad after 30 seconds when keypad is not in use.

09. VOICE - Enable Voice Prompts (DEFAULT: OFF) 
Voice prompts will sound in context with buttons pressed on the keypad.

10. ON.MSG - Power On Display (DEFAULT: MESSAGE)
Choose what displays when the radio powers on. Options are: OFF (nothing displays), VOLTS 
(remaining batter voltage), MESSAGE (customizable message).

11. BATTERY - Remaining Battery Voltage (NO OPTIONS) 
Displays remaining battery voltage. This function is not editable.

12. ON.MSG - Power On Message 
Customize the power on message. There is a 7 character limit. Use                  to change 
character, press * to move cursor left and # to move cursor right.

13.  CH.NAME - Edit Channel Name (DEFAULT: NAME) 
Customize the name of the current channel. There is a 7 character limit. Use                  to 
change character, press * to move cursor left and # to move cursor right.

To program your radio and to access advanced features, visit 
rtsystemsinc.com

or contact them at 800-921-4834
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Listen-Only Channels
Rugged Radios has licensed a variety of frequencies for our customers. However VHF channels 16-22 are licensed by various 
businesses, organizations, and governmental entities. Rugged Radios allows access to these channels as listen-only. Users are 
prohibited from transmitting on those frequencies. 

FCC Licensing
Rugged two-way radios operate on frequencies regulated by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). A license is required 
to transmit on these frequencies. To ensure compliance with federal regulations, Rugged Radio licenses 10 nation-wide 
commercial band frequencies and 60 area specific commercial band frequencies. Under this FCC license, Rugged Radios' customers 
are authorized to transmit on Rugged brand mobile and handheld radios only, on the pre-programmed channels, in the locations 
designated by its license.  These frequencies/channels are available to transmit for business, recreational, or race
use. For the latest information regarding the Rugged Radios license, please visit ruggedradios.com/licensing 

Electromagnetic Interference/Compatibility During Transmission: Your radio generates RF energy that can possibly cause 
interference with other devices or systems. To avoid such interference, turn off the radio in
areas where signs are posted to do so. DO NOT operate the transmitter in areas that are sensitive to electromagnetic radiation 
such as hospitals, aircraft, and blasting sites. 

Occupational/Controlled Use: The radio transmitter is used in situations in which persons are exposed as consequence of their 
employment provided those persons are fully aware of the potential for exposure and
can exercise control over their exposure. 

Safety: This radio generates RF electromagnetic energy during transmit mode. This radio is designed for and classified as 
"Occupational Use Only," meaning it must be used only during the course of employment by individuals aware of the hazards, and 
the ways to minimize such hazards. This radio is NOT intended for use by the "General Population" in an uncontrolled environment. 
This radio has been tested and complies with the FCC RF exposure limits for "Occupational Use Only". In addition, this radio 
complies with the following Standards and Guidelines with regard to RF energy and electromagnetic energy levels and evaluation 
of such levels for exposure to humans: FCC OET Bulletin 65 Edition 97-01 Supplement C, Evaluating Compliance with FCC Guidelines 
for Human Exposure to Radio Frequency Electromagnetic Acids. American National Standards Institute (C95.1-1992), IEEE Standard 
for Safety Levels with Respect to Human Exposure to Radio Frequency Electromagnetic Fields, 3 kHz to 300 GHz. American National 
Standards Institute (C95.3-1992), IEEE Recommended Practice for the Measurement of Potentially Hazardous Electromagnetic 
Fields— RF and Microwave. The following accessories are authorized for use with this product. use of accessories other than those 
(listed in the instruction) specified may result in RE exposure levels exceed the FCC requirements for wireless RE exposure. 

To ensure that your exposuree to RF electromagnetic energy is within the FCC allowable limits for occupational use, always 
adhere to the following guidelines: DO NOT operate the radio without a proper antenna attached, as this may damage the radio 
and may also cause you to exceed FCC RF exposure limits. A proper antenna is the antenna supplied with this radio by the 
manufacturer or antenna specifically authorized by the manufacturer for use with this radio. DO NOT transmit for more than 50% 
of total radio use time. Transmitting more than 50% of the time can cause FCC RF exposure compliance requirements to be 
exceeded.

The radio is transmitting when the 'TX indicator’ lights up red. You can cause the radio to transmit by pressing the PTT switch. 
ALWAYS keep the antenna at least 2.5 cm (1 inch) away from the body when transmitting and only use the provided belt-clip to 
ensure FCC RF exposure compliance requirements are not exceeded. To provide the recipients of your transmission the best sound 
quality, hold the antenna at least 5 cm (2 inches) from your mouth, and slightly off to one side. The information outlined in this 
manual provides the user with the information needed to make him or her aware of RF exposure and what to do in order
to assure this radio is operated safely within the FCC exposure limits.

General Information General Information
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